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Rubidium resonant squeezed light from a diode-pumped opti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(Dated: 27 July 2008)
We demonstrate a diode-laser-pumped system for generation of quadrature squeezing and polariza-
tion squeezing. Due to their exess phase noise, diode lasers are hallenging to use in phase-sensitive
quantum optis experiments suh as quadrature squeezing. The system we present overomes the
phase noise of the diode laser through a ombination of ative stabilization and appropriate delays
in the loal osillator beam. The generated light is resonant to the rubidium D1 transition at 795 nm
and thus an be readily used for quantum memory experiments.
Interation of quantum states of light is of interest
both for quantum ommuniations, for improved sensi-
tivity in measurements limited by quantum noise, and for
understanding light-matter interations at the most fun-
damental level. Our interest is in quadrature squeezing
and polarization squeezing, whih are phase-dependent
quantum features. A proven tehnique for generation
of squeezing is phase-sensitive ampliation in a sub-
threshold optial parametri osillator (OPO) [7℄. For
strong interation with atoms the squeezed light needs
to be atom-resonant, whih limits the hoie of lasers,
nonlinear rystals, and detetors. Several experiments
have demonstrated squeezing at the rubidium resonane
[1, 2, 5, 8℄. These experiments use distint methods:
squeezing in a waveguide [1℄ and downonversion in an
OPO [2, 5, 8℄. In the latter ase, the squeezing at the
rubidium D1 line using the non-linear interation in a
subthreshold OPO was ahieved by using a Ti:Sapphire
laser and periodially poled potassium titanium oxide
phosphate (PPKTP) as nonlinear medium [2, 5, 8℄. The
noise suppression of this method was shown to be more
than -5dB [5℄. To our knowledge the only experiment
that generated squeezing in an OPO pumped by a diode
laser system worked at 1080 nm [9℄, far from any useful
atomi resonane and produed relative intensity squeez-
ing, a phase-independent property.
Compared to other laser systems, diode lasers are easy
to operate, ompat, and inexpensive. It has long been
suspeted that the exess phase noise of the diode laser,
whih results in a relatively large linewidth, would be an
obstale for prodution of phase-sensitive quantum states
suh as quadrature squeezing. The spetral distribution
of diode laser phase noise over dierent frequenies was
investigated in [6℄. There is was shown that the main
ontribution in the noise omes from the low frequeny
part of the spetrum, as expeted for a proess of phase
diusion. This suggests that the laser output an be
treated as quasi-stationary, with the laser frequeny drift-
ing slowly (on the time-sale of propagation and avity
relaxation) within the laser linewidth.
Here we show that avity stabilization of the diode
laser frequeny, in ombination with appropriate delays
for the loal osillator beam, allows squeezing to be ob-
served with diode laser based systems. The laser, dou-
bling system, and stabilization use standard tehniques
and ould be applied to a variety of other wavelengths.
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Figure 1: Experimental apparatus. Light from the diode laser
is amplied in the tapered amplier and fed into the doubling
avity. The blue output light is mode-mathed into ber F2
and fed into the OPO avity. Both doubling and OPO avity
are only resonant to the red light. The length of the loal
osillator beam path an be hanged by ber F1. The modes
of squeezed vauum and loal osillator are then overlapped
on a beamsplitter (PBS1) where power balaning is performed
by a waveplate (WP) and a beamsplitter (PBS2). Light is
olleted onto diodes D1 and D2 of the balaned detetor.
The obtained eletrial signal is reorded using a spetrum
analyzer (SA).
The use of appropriate delays makes the system robust
against frequeny utuations, and ould be inorporated
into non-diode-laser pumped systems as well.
We present our experimental system, a PPKTP-based
subthreshold OPO pumped by a frequeny-doubled diode
laser, and expeted and observed squeezing performane.
We then onsider the eet of the frequeny utuations
on the observable squeezing in the regime of the quasi-
stationary utuations, an analysis whih indiates that
the system an be made immune to random frequeny
drifts for appropriate loal osillator delay. Finally, we
present measurements of squeezing versus delay in agree-
ment with the theory.
I. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The shemati of the experiment is shown in the Fig.1.
Our laser system (Toptia TA-SHG) onsists of a grat-
ing stabilized 795 nm diode laser whih is amplied by
an optial tapered amplier and injeted into a fre-
queny doubler with lithium triborate rystal as nonlin-
ear medium. A 20MHz modulation is applied to the laser
urrent, resulting in frequeny modulation sidebands of
25%. The reetion from the avity is demodulated to
provide an error signal (the Pound-Drever-Hall tehnique
(PDH)). The laser and avity are loked in frequeny by
a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) iruit ating on
the avity piezo and a fast proportional omponent ating
on the urrent of the diode. At the same time, the abso-
lute laser frequeny is stabilized by frequeny-modulation
spetrosopy of a saturated-absorption signal, fed bak
by digital PID to the piezo-eletri transduer of the laser
grating. For the experiments desribed here, the laser
was loked to the F = 2 → F ′ = 1 transition of 87Rb.
Residual utuations of the FM spetrosopy signal in-
diate that the fast avity lok redues the linewidth to
400 kHz full width half maximum (FWHM).
The generated 397 nm light is passed through a single-
mode ber for spatial ltering and pumps the sub-
threshold degenerate optial parametri osillator. The
nonlinear material used in the OPO is a 10mm long
PPKTP rystal, temperature tuned for the maximum
seond-harmoni generation eieny. The OPO av-
ity is a 64 m long bow-tie onguration resonator whih
onsists of two spherial mirrors (R=10 m) and two at
mirrors. The distane between the spherial mirrors
is 11.6 m yielding to the beam waist in the rystal of
42 mm. The output oupling mirror of the OPO has a
transmission of 7.8%, and the measured intraavity losses
are 0.55%. The measured avity linewidth is δν=8MHz
(FWHM) and the output oupling eieny η = 0.93.
The free spetral range of the OPO avity is 504MHz.
The avity is loked using the Pound-Drever-Hall teh-
nique performed on the transmission signal of a ounter-
propagating beam fed into avity through the high re-
eting at mirror. The error signal is digitized and fed
into a PID iruit programmed within a National Instru-
ments eld-programmable gate array (FPGA) board type
NI 7833R. It ontrols the OPO avity length by moving
the position of one avity mirror with a piezo-eletri
transduer.
A loal osillator beam is derived from the diode laser
by passing through single-mode bers whose ombined
lengths an be hosen to give a desired group delay.
The vertially-polarized OPO output is overlapped with
400 µW of this horizontally-polarized beam on polariz-
ing beamsplitter (PBS1). Optimized overlap results in
a measured homodyne eieny of ηhom = 0.98. Lo-
al osillator and squeezed vauum beams are mixed
and balaned in power on a seond polarizing beam-
splitter (PBS2) and deteted with a ThorLabs (PDB150)
swithable-gain balaned detetor. The quantum e-
ieny of this detetor at detetion wavelength of 795 nm
is 88% by manufaturer speiations. Losses are mainly
aused by the reetion of the surfae of the protetive
window and diode surfae. We use two spherial mirrors
(R=10mm), to retro-reet the reeted light onto the
detetor improving the quantum eieny by 7%, i.e.,
to 95%. Quarter-wave plates are used to prevent the re-
turning light from reahing the OPO avity. For the loal
osillator power of 400 µW eletroni noise of the detetor
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Figure 2: Squeezed vauum generation: (a) squeezing trae
when sanning the phase of the loal osillator (b) shot noise
level. Eletroni noise is subtrated. Spetrum analyzer at
zero span, resolution bandwidth = 30kHz, video bandwidth
= 30Hz
is 14 dB below the standard quantum limit. Eletroni
noise was subtrated from all the traes.
As desribed in the theory setion, when utuations
in frequeny are inluded, the degree of squeezing is
expeted to depend on the relative delay through two
paths: From laser to PBS1 through the loal osillator
ber, and from laser to PBS1 through amplier, doubler,
pump ber and OPO. Insensitivity to these utuations
is expeted to our at a white light ondition of equal
delays. Initial measurements were taken with the loal
osillator ber hosen to ahieve this ondition, as de-
sribed in detail in setion IV.
Noise measurements were performed at xed fre-
queny, zero-span of the spetrum analyzer. The degree
of squeezing we observe mathes the above mentioned
gain and loss parameters for the demodulation frequen-
ies 3MHz and higher. The highest level of squeezing
of -2.5 dB we observe at the demodulation frequeny of
2MHz shown in Fig. 2.
II. RELATIVE LOCK QUALITY
We note that the ahieved linewidth for the stabilized
diode laser (400 kHz) is an order of magnitude below the
linewidths of the doubling avity (14MHz) and OPO av-
ity (8MHz). This justies treating the frequeny utu-
ations of the laser as quasi-stationary when determining
the eet on squeezing. Another treatment of phase noise
has been disussed [4℄, but is far more involved and does
not onsider group delay eets. At the same time, while
fast feedbak to the laser urrent allows a high-bandwidth
lok of the laser and doubling avity, there is no orre-
sponding fast ontrol for loking of the OPO avity to the
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Figure 3: Squeezing vs.delay for three dierent detetion fre-
quenies 1MHz, 2MHz, and 3MHz depited blak, red, and
blue respetively; a) models the laser spetrum as Gaussian
of linewidth 700 kHz full width half maximum (FWHM), b)
models the laser spetrum as Lorentzian of linewidth 300 kHz
(FWHM).
laser frequeny. Also, the PDH sheme, whih ahieves a
very good signal by injeting through the avity output
oupler, annot be used in many squeezing experiments
beause it would ontaminate the squeezed light. For
these reasons, the ative stabilization of the OPO av-
ity may be an important fator in the performane of
squeezing experiments.
III. THEORY
The theoretial desription adapts the treatment of
Collet and Gardiner [3℄ to model the nonlinear intera-
tion inside the OPO avity. Here we assume that the
frequeny drift of the diode laser is slow on the time
sale of the deay of light inside the OPO avity. This
quasi monohromati treatment desribes a single mode
laser drifting slowly within a nite linewidth. In suh a
system frequeny utuations lead to a utuating phase
shift between the squeezed mode and the loal osillator
mode. Our alulation modies [3℄ by inluding a rela-
tive detuning ∆ω between pump laser and OPO avity
aused by the random frequeny drifts. As in [3℄, we start
from the quantum Langevin equation of the OPO avity
a˙ = −
i
~
[a,Hsys]−(k1 + k2) a+
√
2k1av1+
√
2k2av2 (1)
where a and a† denote annihilation and reation oper-
ators of the avity mode with frequeny ω0, k1 and k2
denote the loss rates due to output oupler and intraav-
ity losses, and av1 and av2 denote the annihilation op-
erators of the (vauum) eld entering the avity due to
output oupler and intraavity losses. The Hamiltonian
operator of the system is
Hsys = ~ω0a
†a+
i~
2
(ǫe−iωP t(a†)2 − ǫ∗eiωP ta2) (2)
where the rst term desribes the energy of photons in-
side the avity while the seond term models the non-
linear interation indued by the pump eld with fre-
queny ωP . The phase of the non-linear oupling on-
stant ǫ = |ǫ| eiφ is determined by the phase of the pump
eld, φ. Furthermore, we assume that the squeezed mode
is detuned from the avity resonane by 2∆ω ≡ ωP−2ω0.
By performing the equivalent alulation as in [3℄ we -
nally reah the Bogoliubov transformation from input to
output elds
a˜out (ω +∆ω) = [A1a˜v1 (ω +∆ω) +A2a˜v2 (ω +∆ω)
+ C1a˜
†
v1 (−ω +∆ω)
+ C2a˜
†
v2 (−ω +∆ω)
]
B−1 (3)
where
A1 = η
2 − (1− η − iΩ)
2
+∆Ω(2ηi−∆Ω) + |α|
2
(4)
A2 = 2
√
η (1− η) [i (−Ω+∆Ω) + 1] (5)
C1 = 2ηα (6)
C2 = 2α
√
η (1− η) (7)
B = (1− iΩ)2 +∆Ω2 − |α|2 (8)
We have introdued a˜ as the operators in rotating
frame, and saled all frequenies and rates to the avity
linewidth, i.e. demodulation (detetion) frequeny Ω =
ω
k1+k2
, detuning ∆Ω = ∆ω
k1+k2
, avity esape eieny
η = k1
k1+k2
, 1 − η = k2
k1+k2
, and pump amplitude α =
ε
k1+k2
. The squeezing spetrum S(Ω) an be dedued
from equation (3) using qθ =
1√
2
(a˜oute
−iθ + a˜†oute
iθ)
S(Ω) = 1 + 2ηdet 〈: qθ, qθ :〉
= 1 +
8ηdetη |α|
2
|B|
2
[
1 +
B
2|α|
cos (∆φ+ 2∆ωτD)
+
∆Ω
|α|
sin (∆φ+ 2∆ωτD)
]
(9)
where θ = θ0+∆ωτD denotes the phase of the loal os-
illator, with θ0 being the phase of the loal osillator in
the white light onguration and 2∆ωτD being the phase
shift for detuned loal osillator when the light is delayed
for τD from the white light onguration. Furthermore,
∆φ = 2θ0 − φ denotes the relative phase between the
phase of the loal osillator in the white light ongura-
tion and of the pump laser of the OPO, α = |α|eiφ. Best
squeezing is obtained for the phase that gives
tan(∆φ + 2∆ωτD) =
2∆Ω
1−∆Ω2 +Ω2 + |α|2
(10)
whih due to the avity dispersion depends on the de-
tuning of the pump laser ∆Ω. The right side of the equa-
tion represents the delay in the OPO avity. In rst order
of the detuning the squeezing phase is
4∆φ+ 2∆ωτD = π +
2
1 + Ω2 + |α|2
∆Ω (11)
This dispersion an be ompensated by delaying the
loal osillator before the homodyne detetion. A delay
line of length l and group index ng will introdue the
phase shift
2∆ωτD = 2(k1 + k2)
lng
c
∆Ω (12)
Thus for delay length
l =
c
ng(k1 + k2)(1 + Ω2 + |α|2)
(13)
the homodyne detetion will be performed, to rst or-
der, at the orret squeezing phase ∆φ = π even for
detuned pump. The dispersion in the OPO avity and
therefore also the ompensation length depends on the
detetion frequeny Ω. For higher detetion frequeny
a shorter ompensation delay is neessary. Assuming
a slowly drifting laser with power spetral density of
ρ(∆Ω)d∆Ω the obtained squeezing an be modeled by
averaging the homodyne power spetrum S(Ω) for phase
∆φ = π over ∆Ω. The averaged squeezing spetrum
S¯(Ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
S(Ω,∆Ω)ρ(∆Ω) d∆Ω (14)
is plotted in Fig.3 for a Gaussian and a Lorentzian
linewidth ρ(∆Ω). We note that physially∆Ω is the mis-
math between half the pump frequeny and the OPO
avity frequeny saled to the avity linewidth, and thus
both laser frequeny utuations and OPO avity u-
tuations will ontribute to ρ(∆Ω). The shift of optimum
squeezing to positive delay is due to the existene of the
delay introdued by OPO.
IV. DELAY CONSIDERATIONS
We note that in Eqs. (3) and (13), τD is the group de-
lay between the loal osillator and the pump light at the
avity. As both loal osillator and pump are ultimately
derived from the same laser, we an identify τD = 0 as
a white-light ondition in a Mah-Zehnder-topology in-
terferometer. The light in the squeezing path passes the
tapered amplier, doubling avity, mode mathing ber,
lengths of free-spae propagation, and the OPO avity.
The light in the loal osillator path passes lengths of
free-spae propagation and a mode-leaning ber (whih
we use to introdue the desired delays).
In presenting the results, the zero of τD is taken to be
when the total delay in the loal osillator path, as alu-
lated from measurements of ber and free-spae lengths,
is equal to the ombined delays in the amplier, doubling
avity, ber and free spae. We do not inlude the OPO
avity delay beause this depends on Ω, as presented in
the theory and shown in g. 3.
The delay introdued by the doubling avity is the av-
ity group delay at line enter
τ =
1
π · δν
(15)
The measured doubling avity linewidth is δν = 14MHz.
To delay the loal osillator we have used bers with
group index ng = 1.5.
We note that, as the the laser and doubling avity
are mutually loked, it is not obvious how the doubling
avity delay should be inluded. While the light is obvi-
ously propagating from laser through doubling avity, a
frequeny utuation in the doubling avity will, via the
urrent feedbak, aet the laser frequeny. We hoose
to inlude the avity delay, in the squeezing path beause
it gives best agreement with the data presented below.
V. MEASURED SQUEEZING VS. DELAY
We have performed a series of measurement where a
ontrollable delay was introdued in the path of the loal
osillator with intention to: (i) measure level of squeez-
ing in white light onguration (ii) see the eet of the
hange of delay on the level of squeezing. The results are
presented in the Fig. 4.
We performed the measurements of the quadrature
variane for every four meters added in the loal osillator
path starting from the proximity of the balaned delay
onguration. Final ber length was 60m longer than the
balaned onguration. Due to the limited pump power
and large ber losses for the blue light measurements at
negative delay were not feasible. We measured squeez-
ing vs. delay for three dierent demodulation frequenies
1MHz, 2MHz and 3MHz (Fig. 4).
The experimental results show minima at positive
delay as predited by theory. Eqn. 13 predits
l = {7.3, 6.0, 4.7}m shift for demodulation frequenies
{1, 2, 3}MHz, respetively. Here we assume that the dou-
bling avity delay is equal to the delay whih the avity
introdues at the resonane. Naturally this delay does
not depend on the demodulation frequeny.
The theoretial urves in Fig. 4 are obtained using
all experimental parameters as stated above, but vary-
ing the width of ρ(∆Ω) as the only free parameter. Of
two dierent proles treated in the theory the ompar-
ison with the Gaussian reets the shape of the exper-
imental urve more losely than the Lorentzian prole.
We see good agreement, espeially at 3MHz demodu-
lation frequeny, for a Gaussian spetrum of 700 kHz
(FWHM). Using the in-loop signal from the laser lok
to a saturated-absorption referene, we nd a 400 kHz
laser linewidth. A similar measurement of the distribu-
tion of ω0 − ωlaser an be made using the OPO avity
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Figure 4: Squeezing dependent on the path mismath mea-
sured for three dierent detetion frequenies: a) at 1MHz
demodulation frequeny, b) at 2MHz demodulation frequeny
) at 3MHz demodulation frequeny. The points show the ex-
perimental data, the solid lines the predited level of squeez-
ing for the parameters measured in the experiments using a
Gaussian prole of 700 kHz linewidth (FWHM), the dashed
lines show the theoretial level of squeezing for the same pa-
rameters as the solid line with additional tehnial noise inde-
pendent of the relative delay. The error bars represent stan-
dard deviation over series of idential measurements.
loking signal. Under the onditions of the squeezing
measurements, however, the loking signal was too weak
to extrat a meaningful signal, largely beause we an-
not injet through the output mirror as in the PDH teh-
nique. We an plae a lower limit of 300 kHz on the width
of ρ(∆Ω) based on PDH loking of the same avity, and
the 700 kHz estimate for the width of ρ(∆Ω) appears rea-
sonable.
On the other hand, the level of squeezing we observe in
the 1MHz and 2MHz measurements is smaller than pre-
dited by theory. This might be aused by the light bak
reeted form the n-faes of the nonlinear rystal ontam-
inating the squeezed light. If we assume that this noise is
independent of the relative delay, it an be modeled by a
onstant oset to our theoretial squeezing urves. With
an oset of (+0.07,+0.03) relative to the standard quan-
tum limit for (1, 2) MHz, respetively, the theory for a
Gaussian laser spetrum of 700 kHz ts well in shape and
amplitude to our measured data as shown in g. 4. By
solving the problem of noise whih auses the derease
of squeezing in the 1MHz and 2MHz measurements one
ould in agreement with the theory detet more than 5 dB
of noise redution at the OPO output.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated quadrature and polarization
squeezing using a sub-threshold OPO and a frequeny-
doubled diode laser for a pump. We have investigated
and optimized the squeezing properties by using a de-
layed loal osillator. We adapted the theoretial de-
sription of Collet and Gardiner [3℄ under the assumption
of slow frequeny utuations. The theoretial desrip-
tion an be used to model random frequeny utuations
of the laser but also the problem of optimization of the
OPO avity stabilization. This approah showed that the
OPO avity exhibits dispersive behavior whih auses a
delay of the squeezed light. Optimum squeezing is ob-
served if the squeezed light is in white light onguration
with respet to the loal osillator. Experimental results
onrmed that the vauum mode of the OPO is also tak-
ing part in the delay line. This investigation shows that,
by taking into aount the balaning and the delay lines,
diode laser soures an be used for produing quadrature
and polarization squeezing in an OPO. Sine diode lasers
are muh heaper and simpler to operate our work brings
portable inexpensive squeezing devies for appliation in
e.g. preisions measurements into reah.
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